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american public, arm, sun, joy, giddiness, catalogue, strongest, flannel

00:05
I am us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:22
There are so many kinds of love in life, even if love isn't always what we call them, the pride and
all that well up in me when I think of my dearest friends, our love laughing myself almost to tears
with my sisters is love. And so is the way I have to smile sometimes even when my kids are
misbehaving. It's love when my dog greets me each morning, and the fondness I feel for my mail
carrier, Mike, that sense of hope and peace when I glimpse him approaching my mailbox. That's
the kind of love is love. The barista who knows my order without my having to say anything? I
don't know. But my feeling of joy at being remembered sure edges up on love, affection,
admiration, friendship, attachment, maybe we should just go ahead and call more of the things in
our lives, love, so we can feel ourselves better surrounded by what we all crave and need. And of
course, there is the love that comes to mind when we hear the phrase love poem, passionate,
intimate, trusting, reciprocal, abiding, erotic love, and on and on love. Reading love poems can
call to your own spring of feelings, and can give expression to your own deep astonishment that
someone else exists in the world who sees you as deserving of passionate devotion. Whether it
happens by way of a poem, or a person. When love leaps into the front of your mind, and heart, it
can be hard to think about anything else. There ought to be a unique verb for thinking about your
beloved when you're apart. A word that describes the joy, satiety, hunger and giddiness of
amusing upon the person you adore. Today's poem, love poem by Denise Kelly is a catalogue of
those kinds of loving thoughts and more a list of what it feels like to be together with and
temporarily apart from the person you love. Love poem by Denise Kelly. One come morning we
are fish. We flop and grasp and rub our scales against one another. We irides orange and green
and shred the flannel with our thrashing to all day away from you. I pine bark and needle I break
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into the bank of sky. Inside there is a thick ring, the newest ring, a season of growth of sun and
water. Three all day away from me. I imagine you the sun and water. You are salt and space and
long, long arms of heat. Both the light and what reflects it for when I see you again. I am the
strongest man in the world. I hurled tires and pulled trucks with my breast for you. You are also
the strongest man in the world. You carry barrels of cement all over the house. When we arm
wrestle, I tell you between gritted teeth of my life as a tree. How tall I was how brown and green
five at night. The bed is covered with pollen and scales. The room is bright and wet. My muscles
are so small now. I fill my lungs with the entirety of your name and your head on my breast rises
and sets, rises and sets. The slow down is a production of American public media in partnership
with the Library of Congress and the Poetry Foundation.
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